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Signal and Schedule Functions when Pausing is the Operant 
 
Tyler D. Nighbor 
 
Pausing, like other operants, is affected by the schedule of reinforcement for alternative 
responses and the antecedent discriminative stimuli that set the occasion for it to be reinforced. 
The effects of both of these variables on pausing were investigated further in three experiments 
in which key pecking by pigeons was reinforced concurrently according to, respectively, a 
variable-interval schedule, a differential-reinforcement-of-low-rate schedule, and a fixed-ratio 
schedule. The antecedent discriminative stimulus control of pausing was investigated by 
comparing unsignaled, briefly signaled, and fully signaled pausing contingencies in each 
experiment. Pigeons’ time allocated to pausing in both full-and brief- signal conditions with each 
key-peck reinforcement schedule was lower than unsignaled-baseline and control conditions, 
demonstrating discriminative control of pausing. Although there were no systematic differences 
between the brief- and full-signal conditions, how pauses of the required duration were 
assimilated depended on the schedule of reinforcement for pecking. The current experiments 
replicated prior findings with a variable-interval schedule, and extended them by showing pauses 
were assimilated in those pauses already maintained under a differential-reinforcement-of-low-
rate schedule in Experiment 2, and into the postreinforcement pause under a fixed-ratio schedule 
in Experiment 3. Together, these results demonstrate the antecedent and consequent control of 
pausing under several schedules of reinforcement for pecking, under which characteristically 
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Noting that no two responses are the same and that a reproducible unit is a prerequisite to 
developing a science of behavior, Skinner (1935) conceptualized the operant class, which he 
defined in terms of individual responses that are evoked under similar stimulus conditions and 
have common effects on the environment. Operants have been defined both molarly, as an 
aggregate of responding across a period of time (i.e., response rate, or even a response pattern), 
and molecularly, as, for example, the time between two successive responses (i.e., interresponse 
times). An operant also can be a period of nonengagement with respect to a target response, as in 
the case of differential reinforcement of other behavior (DRO; Reynolds, 1961; see also Craig, 
Lattal, & Hall, 2014; Lattal & Boyer, 1980). By definition, DRO schedules reinforce responses 
other than the target response; however, this “other” behavior is a construct describing inferred 
behavior that, as suggested by the phrase “DRO,” is increased. The parameters of “other” 
behavior are uncertain; however, an alternative description may be that DRO schedules most 
explicitly reinforce periods of nonengagement, or “pausing,” in a predefined target response. If 
put in the context of another operant defined by commission (e.g., pecking), the relation between 
pausing and pecking is orderly, conforming to the generalized matching law (Baum, 1974; 1979; 
Craig et al., 2014; Lattal & Boyer, 1980). In the following three experiments, such “other” 
behavior was investigated. 
 Like any other operant, pausing is affected by both the schedules of reinforcement of 
concurrently available alternative responses (Craig et al., 2014; Lattal & Boyer, 1980) and the 
antecedent discriminative stimuli, or signals, that set the occasion for responses to be reinforced 
(Craig et al., 2014; Exp. 2). In the present experiments, both of these variables were investigated 
further. The literature review that follows first addresses conceptual issues surrounding “other” 
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behavior. Next, research as it relates to the understanding of “other” behavior as an operant is 
presented. Finally, the role of signals as discriminative stimuli are reviewed. 
Literature Review 
 Operants occur in the context of other concurrently available alternative operants 
(Herrnstein, 1970). A concurrent schedule often is arranged in the laboratory in which two or 
more response alternatives are simultaneously and independently reinforced, either by 
responding on different operanda (Catania, 1963), or by responding on a single operandum under 
the control of different discriminative stimuli (Findley, 1958). Using pigeons and concurrent 
variable-interval (VI) VI schedules, for example, Herrnstein (1961; 1970; see also Baum 1974, 
1979) showed that the proportion of responses on one alternative will equal, or match, the 
proportion of reinforcers delivered by that alternative. Herrnstein’s original equation describing 
this relation later was transformed into the generalized matching law, which describes sensitivity 
of behavior to reinforcement-rate differences and bias for one operant over the other (Baum, 
1974;1979). Baum (1979) reviewed 103 sets of data that conformed closely to the generalized 
matching equation.  
  Data described by the matching law most often are generated by the concurrent 
reinforcement of topographically similar response alternatives (e.g., pecking two different keys); 
however, in several experiments the matching law has been confirmed when the operants are 
topographically different. For example, McSweeney (1978) reinforced key pecking and treadle 
pressing concurrently under VI schedules and found that the matching law described both 
responses, but responding was biased toward key pecking. Similarly, Sumpter, Foster, and 
Temple (1998) arranged concurrent VI VI schedules in which key pecking and door pushing by 
hens were reinforced. Again, the matching law described the time allocated to both responses 
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with a bias for key pecking. The matching law also describes cases where the operant was not a 
discrete response (e.g., pecking). Baum and Rachlin (1969) placed food hoppers on either end of 
a long-operant chamber and reinforced standing on either side concurrently on independent 
variable-time (VT) schedules. Time standing on either side of a chamber conformed to the 
matching law.  
Although what has been discussed thus far is programmed contingencies, reinforcers 
other than those programmed by the experimenter also affect responding. Herrnstein (1970) 
included the variable ro (sometimes alternatively labeled re), or an unknown aggregate of 
reinforcement for “other” alternative responses, to suggest how reinforcement from “other” 
sources interacts with operant sources of reinforcement in controlling responses and response 
allocation between alternatives. Herrnstein’s equation predicts that responding associated with 
the programmed contingency will be inversely related to responding related to alternative 
sources of reinforcement for “other” behavior.  One issue, however, with Herrnstein’s ro is that it 
aggregates all the other reinforcement sources into a single variable. Thus, it is not possible to 
parse apart the relative contributions of spilled food on the ground and preening to the aggregate. 
It also is difficult to compare reinforcers associated with activities like “preening” to 3-s access 
to food programmed for key pecking. Another issue with ro is that it is the result of an almost 
unlimited range of alternative responses (e.g., grooming, spinning) that may be quite variable. 
Perhaps another way to study “other behavior” is to place it in the context of another measured 
response and define it as periods of nonengagement, or “pausing,” in the measured response. 
Whereas Herrnstein discussed ro as a free parameter to help account for deviations from 
matching, pausing may be arranged as a different operant akin to concurrently reinforcing 
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operants that are topographically different from one another (McSweeney, 1978; Sumpter et al., 
1998). 
Scheduling the reinforcement of pausing 
Schedules of reinforcement like fixed ratio (FR) and fixed interval (FI) generate pausing 
by the nature of the contingencies they impose. The patterns of responding on FR and FI 
schedules are described as, respectively, “break and run” and “scalloped,” reflecting the fact that 
following food delivery, a period of nonresponding, or postreinforcement pause (break) typically 
occurs, followed by either a relatively rapid or gradually increasing transition to a high rate of 
responding (Ferster & Skinner, 1957; Lattal, 1991). A number of variables affect the length of 
the postreinforcement pause, such as the size of the ratio or length of interval (Ferster & Skinner, 
1957; Felton & Lyon, 1966; Innis, Mitchell, & Staddon, 1993; Powell, 1968; Schneider, 1969) 
and magnitude of the reinforcer (e.g., Grace & Nevin, 2000; Perone & Courtney, 1992; Powell, 
1969; Staddon, 1970).  
In the above schedules, pausing emerges from other contingencies associated with the 
schedule, but pausing also may be reinforced explicitly. The DRO schedule is an example of the 
latter. In DRO schedules, reinforcement depends explicitly, and solely, on the absence of a target 
response. Several observers (e.g., Uhl & Garcia, 1969; Zeiler, 1971, 1976; 1977) have taken 
issue with the label “DRO,” as it carries surplus meaning. The label implies not that the absence 
of responding is reinforced, but instead that “other” unobserved and unmeasured responding is 
reinforced. This is problematic in that the definition of this schedule includes a “theoretical 
account of its method of action instead of an objective description of the dependency” (Zeiler, 
1971, p. 22). Additionally, the absence of the target response may have functional properties that 
meet the requirements of an operant (Zeiler, 1972). Because of these issues, several alternative 
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labels to DRO have been proposed, including “differential reinforcement of pausing” (DRP; 
Kelleher, 1961; Zeiler, 1976), “omission training” (Uhl & Garcia, 1969), and “not-R > t,” where 
t is a measure of time (Schoenfeld, Farmer, & Vickery, 1970). These alternative labels, like most 
(but not all) other schedule labels, refer to the experimental operations involving the response-
reinforcer dependencies (i.e., a programmed reinforcer is not delivered following the target 
response) rather than the assumption that “other” behavior is reinforced (Kelleher, 1961; Lane, 
1961; Uhl & Garcia, 1969). Conversely, it could be argued that conceptualizing behavior as a 
negative event, that is, the nonoccurrence of a response, is vague and imprecise, placing it at 
odds with a science of behavior that emphasizes precision. Behavior in the negative case, 
however, is precise when nonengagement is measured as time allocation with respect to a 
discrete, precisely defined target response (e.g., key pecking). Additionally, the DRO 
contingency most explicitly depends on the absence of the target response. Although 
theoretically the organism may be actively doing “something else,” that something else could be, 
in the best Seinfeldian tradition, “doing nothing” and still meet the reinforcement requirement.  
Counter to the above issues is the observation that the DRO vocabulary is well 
established (Catania, 2007). A slight twist in the definition of the abbreviation, however, allows 
one to keep one’s label and change it, too. Lane (1961. p. 175) described DRO as “differential 
reinforcement of zero [target response] rates” or of “zero [target] responses.”  Because 
differential reinforcement of other behavior involves both the hypothetical construct of other 
behavior and an unsubstantiated mechanism by which the construct is maintained, this slight 
twist on the label “DRO” allows its use to be consistent with most other procedural descriptions 
of reinforcement schedules. Thus, DRO can be taken to describe, not other behavior, but pauses 
(zero rates) in the target response.  
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Pausing in concurrent schedules 
Pausing in the steady state is not very interesting to study. After all, zero rates of the 
target response are always zero rates of the target response. So, again, in Seinfeldian mode, the 
study of DRO in the steady state is the study of nothing. When, however, the occurrence and the 
nonoccurrence of the same response are eligible for reinforcement concurrently, the target 
response may be modulated rather than eliminated as a function of the parameters of either 
schedule (Rachlin & Baum, 1972; Zeiler, 1976; Zeiler & Fite, 1975). The effects reported to date 
resemble those found when a punisher and a positive reinforcer are scheduled concurrently for 
the same response. They suggest that positive reinforcers made dependent on zero target 
responses, or target-response omission, have effects like those of other response-dependent 
punishers. 
When a DRO schedule is arranged as the sole contingency in effect, reinforcement rate 
and pause requirements are negatively correlated with one another. In other words, increasing the 
pause requirement also decreases reinforcement rate, confounding the two and making it difficult 
to draw conclusions about the relative contribution of either of these variables to the target 
response rate reductions. To attenuate this, Nevin (1968) used chain VI (20-s to 3-min) DRO 10-
s schedules in which reinforcers first became available following a varying period of time, 
signaled by a change in the keylight color, after which reinforcers were delivered following a 10-
s absence of the target response. Response rates in the VI component varied inversely with 
reinforcement rate. Using Nevin’s procedure, Rachlin and Baum (1972) reinforced key pecks, 
but concurrently delivered reinforcers either independently of responding according to a VT 
schedule, or, similar to Nevin but without a signal (tandem schedule) indicating reinforcement 
availability, following the first 2-s pause after a variable-time period lapsed. Key-peck response 
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rates maintained by the VI schedule varied inversely with the frequency of VT or DRO 
reinforcement, and the function relating response rate and reinforcement rate was described by 
the matching law. Rachlin and Baum thus provided the first analysis of how the alternative 
reinforcement of pausing interacted with the concurrent reinforcement of a target response.   
Using a method different from that used by Nevin (1968) and Rachlin and Baum (1972), 
Zeiler (1976) studied fixed-time (FT) 10-, 20-, 30-, or 100-s or DRO 10-, 20-, 30-, or 100-s 
schedules arranged concurrently with FI 3-min schedules. Both concurrent arrangements reduced 
the rate of key-pecking proportionally to the frequency of the alternative source of reinforcement 
(i.e., FT or DRO). In conditions with relatively frequent alternative reinforcement, pausing 
functioned as other concurrently maintained responses, similar to the findings of Nevin (1968) 
and Rachlin and Baum (1972). Subsequently, Zeiler (1977) maintained key pecking on VI or 
variable-ratio (VR) schedules while concurrently reinforcing periods of nonresponding according 
to either DRO or FT schedules, wherein a predetermined number of consecutive pauses of a 
fixed duration were reinforced. Again, there was a negative relation between the pause 
requirement and key-peck response rates. A limitation of Zeiler’s (1976; 1977) experiments, 
however, is that each pause requirement created a different operant, if the operant is defined as a 
pause of the required duration. As a result, the rate of reinforcement for pausing varied with each 
change in the required pause, making conclusions about relative contributions of reinforcement 
rate and pause duration difficult.  
Lattal and Boyer (1980, Exp. 2) reinforced pausing using a procedure similar to that 
described by Rachlin and Baum (1972). A tandem VT x-s DRO 5-s schedule was programmed 
with a concurrently operating FI 5-min schedule reinforcing key pecking. Thus, the first 5-s 
pause in key-pecking was reinforced after a variable time period lapsed. Pausing was defined as 
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any period of nonengagment in key-pecking ≥ 5 s. In contrast with Zeiler (1976; 1977) and 
similar to Nevin (1968) and Rachlin and Baum (1972), the pause requirement was held constant 
through manipulations of the reinforcer frequency for pausing. The amount of session time 
allocated to pausing was proportional to the relative rate of reinforcement for pausing, 
conforming to the predictions of the generalized matching law. There was a bias for pausing, 
however, perhaps related to the post-reinforcement pausing induced by FI schedules. To 
investigate pausing as an operant in the absence of such schedule-induced pausing, Craig, Lattal, 
and Hall (2014, Exp. 1) arranged a tandem VT x-s DRO 5-s schedule as in Lattal & Boyer (1980, 
Exp. 2) concurrently with a VI instead of an FI schedule to maintain key pecking. Time allocated 
to pausing (as defined by Lattal & Boyer, 1980) was proportional to the reinforcement rates 
associated with pausing, therefore again conforming to the matching law. With this variable 
availability of reinforcement for pausing, there was no systematic bias for pecking or pausing.  
Antecedent stimulus control  
Operant responding is controlled not only by its consequences, but also by motivating 
operations and antecedent discriminative stimuli that set the occasion for responses to be 
reinforced. Thus, there are ways in which responding can be controlled more in accord with the 
programmed contingency. For example, in VI schedules, a variable amount of time elapses and 
then only a single response is required for reinforcement. In the absence of discriminative 
stimuli, pecking at a steady rate maximizes reinforcement rate. Marcucella (1976) arranged a 
multiple VI VI schedule. In one component, the key color changed when the scheduled 
interreinforcer interval lapsed, providing a discriminative stimulus for key pecking (technically 
converting that component to a multiple VT FR1 schedule).  Key pecking under the signaled 
schedule, unsurprisingly, was reduced to near-zero rates, as opposed to the increase in key-
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pecking rates that occurred in the other multiple schedule component where the availability of 
reinforcement was unsignaled. Subsequently, using a concurrent VI VI schedule, Marcucella and 
Margolius (1978) found that nearly all of the pigeons’ time was allocated to the component 
where reinforcement was unsignaled as compared to the signaled component, systematically 
replicating Marcucella (1976).  
Signaling reinforcer availability also may bring pigeons’ responding more in accord with 
the reinforcement schedule requirements in those schedules where responding before the 
reinforcer becomes available interferes with optimizing reinforcement rate. Specifically, in 
differential-reinforcement-of-low-rate (DRL), or IRT ≥ t, schedules, a response is reinforced only 
if that response occurs after t (see Kramer & Rilling, 1970, for a review). Despite the 
programmed contingency, responding tends to occur frequently prior to t (e.g., Ferster & 
Skinner, 1957; Richards, Sabol, & Seiden, 1993; Staddon, 1965). Responding under DRL 
schedules also can come under discriminative stimulus control. Catania (1970) and Shimp (1968) 
reported that in DRL schedules with t > 30 s, fewer responses occurred prior to t when a stimulus 
change denoted that t had elapsed. Zeiler and Blakely (1983) found that changing the keylight 
color when t elapsed on a DRL 10-s or 20-s schedule resulted in almost all of the responses 
occurring after t, thus bringing the organism’s behavior in closer correspondence to that specified 
by the programmed contingency.  
Stimuli signaling reinforcer availability for pausing can also bring pausing under 
discriminative control. Weisman (1970) stabilized responding on a multiple VI 1-min VI 1-min 
schedule before changing the schedule to a multiple VI 1-min DRO (range 4- to 32-s) schedule 
in which the VI was correlated with a green keylight and the DRO with a horizontal line 
superimposed on the green keylight. Pausing was controlled by the horizontal line discriminative 
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stimulus, in that response rates decreased in the presence of this stimulus (see also Nevin, 1968). 
Pausing similarly comes under the control of discriminative stimuli in concurrent schedules. 
Craig et al. (2014, Exp. 2) arranged reinforcement for both pecking and pausing in a two-
component multiple schedule, each component consisting of a concurrent (VI 90-s) (tandem VT 
85-s DRO 5-s) schedule (as in their Experiment 1, described above). In one component of the 
multiple schedule, labeled the DRO-signal component, a key-color change occurred following 
the lapse of the VT interval, signaling the onset of the pause contingency. The key reverted to the 
nonsignal color only after a 5-s pause and reinforcement occurred. In the other component, 
labeled the arbitrary-signal component, a key-color change of 5 s was controlled by a VT 85-s 
schedule such that the key-color change occurred independently of both pausing and pecking. 
Signaling the availability of reinforcement of the pause contingency decreased the amount of 
time allocated to pausing in the signaled component as compared to the arbitrary-signaled 
component, similar to the findings of Marcucella (1976) and Marcucella and Margolius (1978). 
In each of the experiments described in this section, then, operant pausing was controlled not 
only by consequent events, but also by antecedent stimuli indicating reinforcement availability.  
Signaled delay of reinforcement  
 Skinner (1938) included a DRO contingency as a resetting delay procedure when, in 
developing a procedure in which a single response started a delay period controlled by timer that 
ended in reinforcement, he added another contingency such that “if a second response is made 
during the delay interval, the timing begins again, so that a full interval must again elapse before 
reinforcement occurs” (p. 139). Under this schedule, response rates were reduced, relative to 
baseline. Response rates on VI schedules in which the reinforcer occurs following an unsignaled 
delay between that reinforcer and the response that produced it are lower than such rates when 
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the reinforcer immediately follows the response (Catania & Keller, 1981; Sizemore & Lattal, 
1977; Williams, 1976). Associating the entire delay period with a distinct stimulus (labeled a 
fully signaled delay) still often reduces response rates relative to those maintained by immediate 
reinforcement, but the rates are higher than those maintained by otherwise equivalent unsignaled 
delays. Richards (1981) arranged a VI 60-s schedule (or DRL 20-s schedule for some pigeons) in 
baseline, and subsequently added delays ranging from .5 s to 10 s. Unsignaled delays of 5 and 10 
s substantially decreased response rates, whereas signaled delays of the same values produced 
only moderate decreases in response rates, relative to baseline (see also Lattal, 1984).  
Given the above findings regarding the absence and presence of signals, Schaal and 
Branch (Exp. 2) investigated whether variations of the signal duration differentially affected 
response rates. A multiple VI 60-s VI 60-s schedule served as the baseline. Following the 
addition of 3-s unsignaled delays in both components, response rates decreased below those 
observed in the baseline condition. Subsequently, 3-s delays in one component were signaled by 
a brief signal (.5-s change in key color), and in the other component, a full signal (a different key 
color) remained changed for the entire delay. Response rates increased to near-baseline levels in 
both components. This effect persisted until the delay was increased to 27 s, at which point 
response rates decreased in the briefly signaled delay component but remained at near-baseline 
levels in the fully signaled delay component.  
Schaal and Branch’s (1988) findings suggest an interaction between the duration of the 
signal and the duration of the delay. In their procedure, the signal indicated the completion of a 
response requirement and was associated with reinforcer onset. Such signals also may set the 
occasion for responding to be reinforced, and therefore, a related question may be asked: what is 
the relation between signal duration and the antecedent discriminative control of pausing?  When 
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Craig et al. (2014, Exp 2) signaled the availability of reinforcement for pausing, pausing was 
reduced relative to that occurring in a component in which an equivalent signal occurred, but was 
uncorrelated with reinforcement availability. The Craig et al. experiment is limited in its 
application to signaling operant reinforcement availability because only full signals were used. 
Schaal and Branch (1988) showed that the signal duration had differential effects on response 
rates. Signal duration in the antecedent discriminative control of operant pausing, however, has 
not been parametrically investigated.   
Statement of the Problem 
Herrnstein (1970) proposed that responding associated with programmed contingencies is 
inversely related to alternative sources of reinforcement for “other” behavior. Herrnstein’s 
inclusion of “other” behavior was an important early conceptualization of the role of “other” 
behavior in competing with programmed operant contingencies. “Other” behavior, however, was 
used as a free parameter to account for deviations from matching, and therefore, Herrnstein’s 
was a conceptual rather than an experimental analysis of such behavior. Another way to study 
“other” behavior is to arrange for the direct reinforcement of “other” behavior by placing it in the 
context of a measured response and defining it as periods of nonengagement, or “pausing,” in the 
measured response, as in the case of DRO (Reynolds, 1961). Pausing may be reinforced 
concurrently with a targeted discrete response (Zeiler, 1976; Zeiler, 1977), akin to the 
reinforcement of topographically dissimilar operants (McSweeney, 1978; Sumpter et al., 1998). 
Apropos to the latter, Lattal and Boyer (1980, Exp. 2) reinforced pausing with a concurrently 
operating FI schedule, and found the amount of session time spent pausing was proportional to 
the relative rate of reinforcement for pausing. There was a bias for pausing, however, perhaps 
related to the postreinforcement pausing induced by FI schedules. To attenuate the bias for 
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pausing, Craig, et al. (2014, Exp. 1) reinforced pausing concurrently with pecking under a VI 
instead of an FI schedule. In this case, time allocated to pausing was proportional to the 
reinforcement rates associated with pausing with no systematic bias for pecking or pausing. 
Interval schedules (i.e., VI and FI) allow for the assimilation of pausing into the 
performance maintained by them when the pause is added because, depending on the size of the 
interreinforcer interval, such added pauses do not change reinforcement rates of the pecking 
contingency (Lattal & Boyer, 1980; Craig et al., 2014). The same may not be true, however, of 
other schedules. One general question is how reinforcing pausing affects behavior maintained by 
schedules other than those imposing interval contingencies, and specifically, if reinforcing 
pausing disrupts the reinforcement under other contingencies. Under DRL schedules, pausing 
occurs, but unlike FI or VI schedules, the pause requirement in DRL schedules is specified by 
the schedule. A DRL schedule differs from a DRO schedule in that a pause between responses ≥ 
t is required, but following the pause requirement, a response must occur before reinforcement. 
Thus, if too much time is allocated to pausing, or conversely, pecking, reinforcement rate  
under either the DRL or DRO schedule may be reduced.  
In addition, like FI schedules, FR schedules involve postreinforcement.pauses, yet 
pausing is perhaps more compatible with FI schedules than FR schedules. Although there are 
places in the schedule where pauses occur naturally (i.e., the postreinforcement pause), inducing 
additional pausing during ratio runs in FR schedules may disrupt reinforcement rate. Thus, it is 
possible characteristics of the schedule of reinforcement for pecking may alter aspects of pausing 
as an operant.  
Operant responding is controlled not only by its consequences, but also by antecedent 
discriminative stimuli that set the occasion for responses to be reinforced. Pausing has been 
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shown to be a discriminated operant in the context of multiple schedules of reinforcement 
(Reynolds, 1961; Weisman, 1970). Discriminated operants also have been established through 
signaling reinforcement availability, which brings the operant response at least partially under 
the control of the signal (e.g., Marcucella, 1976; Marcucella & Margolius, 1978). Craig et al. 
(2014; Exp. 2) demonstrated that pausing can be a discriminated operant through signaling 
reinforcer availability of pausing in the context of reinforcement for pecking under VI schedules. 
Aside from signals setting the occasion for responding to be reinforced, there is evidence that the 
proportion of a delay interval that is signaled affects the maintenance of responding when 
reinforcement is delayed from the response that produces it. Responding may produce a lasting 
change in environmental circumstances that is correlated with upcoming reinforcement, and in 
some cases, these changes in environmental conditions may be only momentary. Signals less 
than the full duration of the delay, under certain conditions, produce lower rates of responding 
relative to conditions in which the entire delay is signaled (Schaal & Branch, 1988). In line with 
Schaal and Branch, lasting or momentary changes in environmental circumstances also may set 
the occasion for responding to be reinforced. It was unknown, however, if varying the signal 
duration would differentially affect the antecedent discriminative stimulus control, hereafter 
referred to as discriminative control, of pausing under conditions in which pausing was 
reinforced concurrently with key pecking. 
In the following series of experiments, pigeons responded under a two-component 
multiple schedule in which signals of different durations (i.e., .5 s or until reinforcer delivery) 
either signaled pause-dependent reinforcer availability, or were uncorrelated with such reinforcer 
availability. With pausing defined as a period ≥ 5s of nonengagment in key pecking (Craig et al., 
2014; Lattal & Boyer, 1980), the experiments were designed to compare the effects of 
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unsignaled, briefly signaled, and fully signaled pausing contingencies under two different 
reinforcement schedules (VI and DRL in Experiment 1 and 2, respectively) and the effects of 
unsignaled and fully signaled pausing contingencies under an FR schedule (Experiment 3).  
Experiment 1 
Using a procedure similar to Craig et al. (2014), Experiment 1 was designed to compare 
pausing in the absence of a signal indicating reinforcer availability for pausing to that when 
availability was signaled either briefly or for the full duration of the required pause.  
Method 
Subjects 
Four male White Carneau pigeons with previous experimental histories were used. Each 
was housed in separate cages in a vivarium under a 12:12-hr light/dark cycle. The pigeons had 
continuous access to water and health grit in their home cages.  Each was maintained at 80% of 
its ad libitum body weight (+/- 15g) by means of postsession feedings as required. 
Apparatus 
The work area of the operant chamber was 32 cm H x 30 cm W x 31 cm L. All walls and 
the door were made of Plexiglas®, except for the aluminum work panel. One 3-cm diameter 
Gerbrands response key was used. The key was transilluminated by 7-W, 28-V bulbs. Keylight 
colors such as blue, red, green, and orange were used. Reinforcers were 3-s access to a raised 
hopper containing Purina Nutri-Blend™ pellets. The hopper was located behind a 5-cm square 
aperture, 14 cm from the chamber door and 7 cm from the floor. During reinforcer deliveries, the 
aperture was lit by a 7-W, 28-V bulb. Two 7-W, 28-V bulbs affixed to the outside of the left wall 
and located 1 cm above the ceiling and 6 cm from the door provided general illumination. A 
ventilation fan and white-noise generator provided ventilation and masked extraneous sound. A 




 Pigeons were exposed to a series of two-component multiple schedules. The first 
component of a session was determined quasi-randomly with the restriction that the first 
component could not be the same for more than three successive sessions. Thereafter, the 
components strictly alternated every 10 min, and were separated from one another by a 10-s 
blackout of the chamber. The schedules in a given component were suspended when the other 
component was in effect. Sessions terminated with the completion of the sixth component. Table 
1 shows the keylight colors associated with each component, and the keylight colors used as the 
correlated and uncorrelated signals (see below).   
 Each of the conditions described below was in effect for a minimum of 13 sessions and 
until the mean percentage of time allocated to pausing across the last ten sessions of a condition 
differed by no more than 5% from the means of the first and last 5-day blocks within those ten 
sessions. Table 2 shows the order of conditions and number of sessions per condition for 
individual pigeons. 
Unsignaled Baseline 
 A two-component multiple schedule in which no signals accompanied pause-dependent 
reinforcer availability defined the Unsignaled Baseline. A concurrent (VI 90-s) (tandem VT 85-s 
DRO 5-s) schedule was in effect in both multiple schedule components. These concurrent 
schedules operated separately and independently of one another. Under the VI schedule, pecks to 
the key were reinforced immediately after the scheduled interval lapsed, as long as the IRT was 
< 5 s. During the concurrently operating tandem schedule, following the lapse of the VT interval, 
the first pause of 5 s in key pecking was reinforced. In the conditions described below, the same 
multiple schedule described here was in effect.  
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Full Signal  
 In both multiple-schedule components, key pecking was reinforced according to a VI 
schedule, as in the baseline condition described above. In one of the multiple-schedule 
components, hereafter labeled the Correlated-Signal component, a signal (i.e., a key-color 
change) indicating the availability of reinforcement for the next 5-s pause in key pecking 
occurred at the end of the VT interval. The signal terminated only after the reinforcer for pausing 
was delivered, after which the standard key color, or the key color associated with the multiple 
schedule for that particular component, was reinstated. Key pecks during the stimulus change 
were eligible for reinforcement when the VI interval lapsed and the IRT was < 5 s. In the other 
component, hereafter labeled the Uncorrelated-Signal component, a key-color (different color 
from the Correlated-Signal component) change occurred according to a yoked-time (YT) x-s 
schedule, yoked in location and duration to that of the key color change in the Correlated-Signal 
component. If the Uncorrelated-Signal component was the first component of the session, the 
key-color change was yoked to the time in component and the signal duration during the last 
Correlated-Signal component in the previous session. Thus, the key-color change in the 
Uncorrelated-Signal component was uncorrelated with either peck- or pause-dependent 
reinforcement.  If a reinforcer for key pecking was delivered during this uncorrelated-stimulus 
change, the timer controlling the stimulus change was stopped and restarted at the end of the 
reinforcement cycle. When this timer elapsed, the key color reverted back to the standard color 
(see Table 1).    
Brief Signal  
 The multiple schedule that operated in the Brief Signal condition was identical to that 
described above for the Full-Signal component except for the duration of the signal. In the 
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Correlated-Signal component, the signal reverted back to the standard component color .5 s after 
its onset. Pecks that occurred prior to the lapse of 5 s reset the 5-s interval, at which point the 
signal was re-presented for the first .5 s. This peck-reset cycle continued until the pause 
requirement was met. As in the previous condition, in the Uncorrelated-Signal component, the 
.5-s key color change was yoked in duration and location to the .5 s stimulus changes that 
occurred in the preceding Correlated-Signal component.  
Other Procedural Details 
Sessions began with a 180-s blackout of the chamber. Because pigeons had experimental 
histories, neither magazine training nor key-peck shaping was necessary. The VI and VT 
schedules were composed of 15 intervals derived from Flesher and Hoffman’s (1962) constant-
probability algorithm. Sessions generally occurred at the same time every day and lasted for 60 
minutes, excluding time for reinforcement.   
Results and Discussion 
 Figure 1 shows the percentage of session time allocated to pausing for the last ten days of 
each condition for individual pigeons. The percentage of session time allocated to pausing was 
computed by summing all durations of pausing ≥ 5 s and dividing by component time in minutes, 
excluding reinforcement time, multiplied by 100. During the Unsignaled Baseline, time allocated 
to pausing did not differ systematically between the two components. Some between-subject 
variability, however, was evident. Pigeons 1022 and 1020 generally allocated more time to 
pausing than did Pigeons 942 and 1143. During Full- and Brief-Signal conditions, time allocated 
to pausing decreased from Unsignaled-Baseline levels in the Correlated-Signal component, 
whereas time allocated to pausing in the Uncorrelated-Signal component remained unchanged 
from Unsignaled-Baseline levels. Thus, the percentage of session time allocated to pausing was 
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lower in the Correlated-Signal components than it was in the Uncorrelated-Signal components. 
This remained the case throughout the duration of each of the Full- and Brief-Signal conditions 
for each pigeon. No systematic difference in time allocation occurred between the Full- and 
Brief-Signal conditions, with Pigeon 1022 and 1143 showing relatively little variability and 
much overlap across the two conditions, and Pigeon 942 and 1020 showing a slight downward 
trend in time allocation across these conditions.  
 Figure 2 shows response (key peck) rates for the last ten days of each condition for 
individual pigeons. Response rate was calculated by dividing the total responses in a component 
by component time in minutes, excluding reinforcement time. Response rates, like time 
allocation, did not systematically differ across the two multiple-schedule components during the 
Unsignaled Baseline. When signals were present, response rates in the Correlated-Signal 
components generally were higher than in either the Unsignaled Baseline or the Uncorrelated-
Signal components. Response rates in the Uncorrelated-Signal components remained relatively 
similar to those in the Unsignaled Baseline throughout the experiment. 
 Figure 3 shows the mean (and standard deviation) reinforcement rates for VI (left panel) 
and DRO reinforcers (right panel) for a total of 20 sessions of the Unsignaled Baseline and 
Correlated-Signal and Uncorrelated-Signal components for Full- and Brief-Signal conditions. 
Reinforcement rates were calculated by dividing the total reinforcers per component, separated 
by source (i.e., VI or DRO), by component time, excluding reinforcement time. Generally, VI 
and DRO reinforcement rates did not differ across Correlated- and Uncorrelated-Signal 
components, nor did they differ across conditions.  
 To investigate the effects of signaling reinforcer availability on response patterns, log-
survivor analyses (Shull, Gaynor, & Grimes, 2002; Shull, Grimes, & Bennett, 2004) were 
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conducted. Log-survivor analyses show the log proportion of total IRTs (defined as the time 
between two consecutive responses, eliminating postreinforcement pauses) on the y-axis that are 
greater than each elapsed time, or t, since the last response on the x-axis. Figure 4 shows these 
log-survivor analyses of IRTs for the last ten sessions of each condition for individual pigeons. 
The IRTs were pooled across replications of conditions, and, therefore, each data path represents 
data from 20 days for each condition. The left panel shows log-survivor plots from the 
Unsignaled Baseline, during which the slopes of log-survivor plots were similar across 
components and were relatively shallow. The right panel shows log-survivor plots from the Full- 
and Brief-Signaled conditions. In the Correlated-Signal component, the slopes of the log-
survivor plots generally were steeper than those in Unsignaled Baseline and those in the 
Uncorrelated-Signal component. The exception was Pigeon 942, which showed little difference 
between unsignaled and signaled conditions. As with time allocation and response rates, log-
survivor plots did not substantially differ between Full- and Brief-Signal conditions. The log-
survivor analyses show that responding in the Unsignaled Baseline and Uncorrelated-Signal 
component tended to occur in bouts, with periods of pausing followed by high rates of pecking. 
In the Correlated-Signal component, by contrast, pecking tended to occur at a relatively even 
rate, as evidenced by the steeper slope in comparison to the other conditions.  
In Experiment 1, both key pecking and pausing were controlled by the contingencies 
imposed on the two respective operants. Pauses of the required duration and pecking under a VI 
schedule were assimilated into one another, yet both key pecking and pausing were controlled by 
the two contingencies concurrently in effect. Despite the assimilation of these additional long 
pauses in VI- maintained responding, reinforcement rates from the two sources of reinforcement 
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remained approximately the same across all conditions and approximated the programmed rates; 
thus, the reinforcement of pausing did not disrupt the reinforcement of pecking, and vice versa. 
 Facilitated by signaling pause-dependent reinforcer availability, response rates increased 
for 3 of 4 pigeons under both Full-and Brief-Signal conditions in the Correlated-Signal 
component, relative to the Unsignaled Baseline. Additionally, log-survivor analyses reveal that 
key pecking in the Correlated-Signal component was more likely to occur at a relatively even 
rate. In contrast, key pecking in the Uncorrelated-Signal component remained similar to 
Unsignaled Baseline, in which it was more likely for pauses ≥ 5 s to be followed by bouts of 
pecking.  
Signals correlated with pause-dependent reinforcer availability reduced time allocated to 
pausing relative to unsignaled conditions and conditions under which a signal was independent 
of reinforcer availability. Thus, the inclusion of the signal reduced pausing at times other than 
when a reinforcer was scheduled for a pause, making it more likely that pecking would be 
followed by shorter pauses in the presence of the standard stimulus. This observation is also 
substantiated by the differences in slope in log-survivor plots, which show pecking occurred at a 
more even rate in the Correlated-Signal component than the Uncorrelated-Signal component and 
the Unsignaled Baseline The discriminative control of pausing, in the Correlated-Signal 
component only, was demonstrated in the presence of both the brief and full signal, in that 
pauses ≥ 5s were less likely to occur outside of signaling pause-dependent reinforcer availability. 
No systematic difference across the behavioral measures (e.g., time allocation, response rates, 
response patterns) occurred between signals corresponding to less than the full duration of the 
pause requirement to conditions in which the entire pause requirement was signaled.  
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Although the effects of signaling pause-dependent reinforcer availability produced 
similar effects on pigeons’ time allocated to pausing, signaling had little effect on the response 
rates and response patterns for Pigeon 942. Craig et al. (2014) found that response rates were 
similar in both the DRO-Signal (correlated) and Arbitrary-Signal (uncorrelated) components for 
2 of 3 pigeons, and in this regard, the response-rate results of Pigeon 942 are consistent with 
previous findings. Craig et al., however, found clear differences in the response patterns for 3 of 
3 pigeons, and in this respect, the results of Pigeon 942 were inconsistent with both those of 
Craig et al. and the other pigeons in the current experiment.  Because Pigeon 942 showed the 
least differentiation in time allocated to pausing between the Correlated- and Uncorrelated-
Signal components, it is possible that changing the pause requirement (e.g., increasing from 5 to 
10 s) may have facilitated changes to response rate and pattern that were consistent with the 
other pigeons.  
In this experiment, as in previous ones investigating pausing and pecking as concurrent 
operants, the discrete response was maintained by an interval schedule. Here, that schedule was 
VI, but as noted earlier, FI schedules also have been used. The second experiment investigated 
the control of pausing and pecking when the latter was maintained by a DRL schedule. 
Experiment 2 
Although FI schedules generate pauses, pausing is not a requirement of the reinforcement 
contingency. Under DRL schedules, pausing also occurs, but is a part of what is required for 
reinforcement, that is, the reinforcement contingency. If pausing is an operant, antecedent and 
consequent events should control it under different concurrent reinforcement conditions, not only 
interval schedules. Experiment 2 examined this possibility, as well as the generality of the 






Four male White Carneau pigeons, different from those in Experiment 1 and each with a 
history of responding on different reinforcement schedules, were used. Each was housed 
separately in a vivarium with a 12:12-hr light/dark cycle and with continuous access to water and 
health grit in their home cages.  Each was maintained at 80% of its ad libitum body weight (+/- 
15g) by use of postsession feedings. 
Apparatus 
The apparatus was similar to that described in Experiment 1, except that the work area 
was 32 cm H x 27 cm W x 31 cm L and the key was 2-cm in diameter.   
Procedure 
The procedure was similar to that of Experiment 1, but DRL schedules were used as the 
schedule of reinforcement for pecking rather than VI schedules. Key pecking first was reinforced 
according to a multiple DRL 15-s DRL 15-s schedule in which interresponse times (IRTs) ≥ 15 s 
were reinforced, and IRTs less than this reset the interreinforcer interval. After several sessions 
of exposure to the latter schedule, the DRL value was adjusted for each pigeon. The final values 
used were 25 s for Pigeon 14431, 20 s for Pigeon 14507 and Pigeon 14167, and 15 s for Pigeon 
19841. During Unsignaled Baseline, a concurrent (DRL x s) (tandem VT 55 s DRO 5 s) was in 
effect in both multiple schedule components, where x was set to the values described in the 
preceding sentence. Under the DRL x-s schedule, pecks that were spaced at least x s apart were 
reinforced. In addition, the first pause ≥ 5 s, after a variable amount of time (averaging 55 s) 
elapsed, was reinforced.  
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  Each condition lasted a minimum of 13 days and was changed only when the mean 
percentage of time allocated to pausing across the last ten sessions of a condition differed by no 
more than 5% from the means of the first and last 5- day blocks within those ten sessions. Table 
3 shows the standard and signal keylight colors, as defined in Experiment 1, used for individual 
pigeons. Table 4 shows the order of conditions and number of sessions per condition for 
individual pigeons. 
Full Signal and Brief Signal 
 The signal conditions and control conditions were as described in Experiment 1. As in 
Experiment 1, signals of different durations (i.e., Full and Brief) either signaled pause-dependent 
reinforcer availability in what again will be labeled the Correlated-Signal component, or were 
uncorrelated with such reinforcer availability in the Uncorrelated-Signal component.  
Results and Discussion 
Figure 5 shows the percentage of session time allocated to pausing during the last ten 
sessions of each condition for individual pigeons. These data were computed as described in 
Experiment 1. Because time allocation was restricted above 75%, the y-axis begins at 50%.  In 
the Unsignaled-Baseline condition, time allocated to pausing did not systematically differ 
between the two components. During Full- and Brief-Signal conditions, time allocated to pausing 
decreased from Unsignaled-Baseline levels in the Correlated-Signal component, whereas time 
allocated to pausing in the Uncorrelated-Signal component remained near Unsignaled-Baseline 
levels. Thus, the percentage of overall session time allocated to pausing was lower in the 
Correlated-Signal component than the Uncorrelated-Signal component. This remained the case 
throughout replications of both the Full-and Brief-Signaled conditions, until returning to the 
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Unsignaled Baseline. No systematic differences were observed between the Full- and Brief-
Signal conditions.  
 Figure 6 shows response (key peck) rates for the last ten days of each condition for 
individual pigeons. These data were computed as described in Experiment 1. Response rates, like 
time allocation, did not systematically differ across components during Unsignaled Baseline. 
During Full- and Brief-Signal conditions, response rates in the Correlated-Signal component 
generally were higher than the Unsignaled Baseline and the Uncorrelated-Signal component.  
For all pigeons, response rates in the Uncorrelated-Signal conditions remained relatively similar 
to Unsignaled-Baseline response rates throughout the experiment.  
 Figure 7 shows the mean (and standard deviation) reinforcement rate for DRL and DRO 
reinforcers delivered during the Unsignaled-Baseline conditions, and Correlated-Signal and 
Uncorrelated Signal-components during the Full- and Brief-Signal conditions. These data were 
computed as described in Experiment 1. Although there were no differences in DRO-
reinforcement rates across conditions and components, some differences occurred in DRL-
reinforcement rates between the Correlated- and Uncorrelated-Signal Conditions. For 2 of 4 
pigeons, reinforcement rates were higher slightly in the Uncorrelated-Signal components than the 
Correlated-Signal components, but this was perhaps influenced by preexisting baseline 
reinforcement rate differences.  
Figure 8 shows the log-survivor analyses of IRTs (defined and calculated as in 
Experiment 1) from the last ten sessions of each condition for individual pigeons. The left panel 
shows log-survivor plots from the Unsignaled Baseline, during which plots were similar across 
components and the slopes were relatively shallow. The right panel shows log-survivor plots 
from the Full-and Brief-Signal conditions. The slopes of the log-survivor plots from the 
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Correlated-Signal components were slightly steeper than those in Unsignaled Baseline and those 
in the Uncorrelated-Signal component. Overall, like time allocation and response rates, log-
survivor plots did not substantially differ between Full- and Brief-Signal conditions.  
In Experiment 2, operant pausing and pecking maintained under a schedule that already 
required a pause in pecking were assimilated into one another. Although pauses of the required 
duration were embedded in the DRL- maintained responding, both key pecking and pausing were 
controlled by the two contingencies concurrently in effect. The additional pause requirement in 
the Unsignaled Baseline, however, was not correlated with what might be called optimal DRL 
performance under this schedule, namely a response rate that would allow the maximum 
reinforcement rates of 4 (DRL 15) or 2.4 (DRL 25) reinforcers per minute. 
Under both Full-and Brief-Signal conditions, response rates increased in the Correlated-
Signal component, relative to the Unsignaled Baseline. Log-survivor analyses show that key 
pecking occurred at a relatively even and higher rate in the Correlated-Signal components under 
Full- and Brief-Signal conditions than in the Unsignaled-Baseline and Uncorrelated-Signal 
components. Bouts of responding, however, were only slightly different than those present in the 
Uncorrelated-Signal component and Unsignaled Baseline, likely as a function of the peck-pause 
reinforcement under DRL schedules. Increased response rates under a DRL schedule can reduce 
reinforcement rates, and in this manner, signals in the Correlated-Signal component did not 
necessarily making pecking more efficient. DRL-reinforcement rates, however, did not differ 
substantially across components or conditions for 2 of 4 pigeons, but were marginally higher in 
the Uncorrelated-Signal components for the other 2 pigeons. The largest difference in DRL-
reinforcement rates between the Correlated- and Uncorrelated-Signal components occurred for 
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Pigeon 19841, although these differences between components were minimal (3-4 reinforcers per 
session) and appear to reflect differences present during the Unsignaled Baseline.  
Signals correlated with pause-dependent reinforcer availability reduced time allocated to 
pausing relative to unsignaled conditions and conditions under which a signal was independent 
of reinforcer availability. Thus, the signal gained discriminative control of pausing, separate 
from that required by the pecking contingency. Such control of pausing, in the Correlated-Signal 
component only, was demonstrated by both the brief and full signal, in that pauses ≥ 5s were less 
likely to occur outside of signaling pause-dependent reinforcer availability. No systematic 
differences across the behavioral measures (i.e., time allocation, response rates, response 
patterns) occurred between signals corresponding to less than the full duration of the pause 
requirement to conditions in which the entire pause requirement was signaled.  
The results of Experiment 2 systematically replicated those of Experiment 1. As 
compared to Experiment 1, time allocated to pausing was higher in both components during the 
Unsignaled Baseline, likely as a function of the peck-pause reinforcement under DRL schedules 
arranged in Experiment 2. Overall, differences in time allocation, response rate, and peck-pause 
patterns between the Correlated- and Uncorrelated-Signal component were consistent with, but 
generally not as pronounced, as those in Experiment 1. Aside from schedule differences, it is 
important to note that comparisons made between Experiments 1 and 2 are between-subject 
comparisons; thus, individual variably may account for some of these differences.  
 Although pausing was explicitly reinforced under DRL schedules in Experiment 2, the 
discriminative control of pausing under DRO schedules still occurred. Thus, even under 
conditions in which pauses were embedded in another concurrently reinforced operant, pausing 
in DRO schedules came under discriminative control, thereby demonstrating the control of both 
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operants. Beyond requiring the passage of a particular amount of time, some schedules allow for 
reinforcement rate to be maximized by increases in response rate alone. The third experiment 
investigated the control of pausing and pecking when the latter was maintained by an FR 
schedule.   
Experiment 3 
 Like FI schedules, FR schedules generate postreinforcement pauses, but the two 
schedules control characteristically different response patterns. Under FR schedules, there is a 
rapid transition to a high, steady response rate that continues until reinforcement, while in FI 
schedules the transition is more gradual, although terminal response rates (just prior to 
reinforcement) may be quite high; there is, in addition, some evidence that long term exposure to 
FI schedules yields FR-like break and run performance (Schneider, 1969). An important 
difference, however, is that pausing is often more compatible with FI schedules than FR 
schedules, as increased pausing in the latter may be accompanied by reductions in reinforcement 
rate. Experiment 3 was designed to examined the control of pausing and pecking under 
conditions in which pecking was concurrently reinforced under FR schedules, as well as the 




Two male White Carneau pigeons from Experiment 2 were used. 
Apparatus 





The procedure was similar to that of Experiment 1, but instead of VI schedules, FR 50 
schedules were used to reinforce pecking. During Unsignaled Baseline, a concurrent (FR 50) 
(tandem VT 85 s DRO 5 s) was in effect in both multiple schedule components. Under the FR 50 
schedule, 50 pecks were required for reinforcement. In addition, the first pause ≥ 5 s after a 
variable amount of time (averaging 85 s) elapsed was reinforced. Following baseline, the Full-
Signal condition, as described in Experiment 1, was implemented, and was followed by a return 
to the Unsignaled Baseline. Table 5 shows the standard and signal keylight colors, as defined in 
Experiment 1, used for individual pigeons.   
Each condition was in effect for a minimum of 13 days and was changed only when the 
mean percentage of time allocated to pausing across the last ten sessions of a condition differed 
by no more than 5% from the means of the first and last 5- day blocks within those ten sessions. 
Session length was 40 minutes rather than 60 minutes to avoid possible satiation. Table 6 shows 
the order of conditions and number of sessions per condition for individual pigeons. 
Results and Discussion 
 Figure 9 shows the percentage of session time allocated to pausing during the last ten 
sessions of each condition for individual pigeons. These data were computed as described in 
Experiment 1. During Unsignaled Baseline, time allocated to pausing did not systematically 
differ between the two components. During the Full-Signal condition, time allocated to pausing 
decreased from Unsignaled-Baseline levels in the Correlated-Signal component, whereas time 
allocated to pausing in the Uncorrelated-Signal component remained near Unsignaled-Baseline 
levels. Thus, the percentage of overall session time allocated to pausing was lower in the 
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Correlated-Signal component than the Uncorrelated-Signaled component. This remained the case 
until returning to the Unsignaled Baseline.  
 Figure 10 shows response (key peck) rates for the last ten days of each condition for 
individual pigeons. These data were computed as described in Experiment 1. Response rates, like 
time allocation, did not systematically differ across components during Unsignaled Baseline. 
During the Full-Signal condition, response rates in the Correlated-Signal component were higher 
than the Unsignaled-Baseline conditions and the Uncorrelated-Signal component. For both 
pigeons, response rates in the Uncorrelated-Signal component remained relatively similar to 
Unsignaled-Baseline response rates.  
As FR schedules characteristically produce break-and-run performance, run rates and 
postreinforcement pauses were also analyzed. Figure 11 shows run rates, or the rate of 
responding following the postreinforcement pause, following FR reinforcers only. Run rates 
were calculated by dividing the number of responses made after the postreinforcement pause by 
the time between the first and last response of the ratio. Similar to overall response rates, run 
rates did not systematically differ across components during Unsignaled Baseline. Following the 
introduction of the Full-Signal condition, run rates between postreinforcement pauses in the 
Correlated-Signal component generally were higher than Unsignaled Baseline and the 
Uncorrelated-Signal component. For both pigeons, response rates in the Uncorrelated-Signal 
component remained relatively similar to Unsignaled-Baseline response rates. Figure 12 shows 
the mean postreinforcement pauses, or the period between FR reinforcer delivery until the next 
key peck, from the last ten sessions of each condition for individual pigeons. No systematic 
difference in postreinforcement pauses occurred between the two components during the 
Unsignaled-Baseline or Full-Signal conditions.  
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Figure 13 shows the mean (and standard deviation) reinforcement rate for FR (left panel) 
and DRO (right panel) reinforcers for Correlated-Signal and Uncorrelated Signal-components in 
each condition. These data were computed as described in Experiment 1. The FR and DRO 
reinforcement rates did not differ substantially across components during Unsignaled Baseline, 
nor in the Full-Signal condition.   
 Figure 14 shows the log-survivor analyses of IRTs (defined as in Experiment 1) from the 
last ten sessions of each condition for individual pigeons. The left panel shows log-survivor plots 
from the Unsignaled Baseline, during which plots were similar across components, and the 
slopes were relatively shallow. The right panel shows log-survivor plots from the Correlated and 
Uncorrelated-Signal components. In the Correlated-Signal component, the slopes of the log-
survivor plots were slightly steeper than those in the Uncorrelated-Signal component.  
In Experiment 3, operant pausing and FR-maintained responding were assimilated into 
one another, under which key pecking and pausing were controlled by the two contingencies 
concurrently in effect. Although pausing already was characteristic of the FR schedule (but not 
required) in place for pecking (i.e., postreinforcement pause), both key pecking and pausing were 
controlled by the two contingencies concurrently in effect. Despite FR reinforcement for 
pecking, reinforcement rates for pausing approximated the programmed rates; thus, the inclusion 
of FR schedules did not disrupt the reinforcement of pausing.  
Signals correlated with pause-dependent reinforcement availability reduced time 
allocated to pausing relative to unsignaled conditions and conditions where a signal was 
independent of such reinforcer availability. Facilitated by the signaling of reinforcer availability 
for pausing, response rates increased in the Correlated-Signal component, relative to Unsignaled 
Baseline, under the Full-Signal condition. Similar to the effects on response rate, signaling such 
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reinforcer availability increased run rates to a greater extent in the Correlated-Signal condition 
than in the Uncorrelated-Signal condition. Despite these increases in response and run rates, the 
mean postreinforcement pause did not increase in the Correlated-Signal component from the 
Unsignaled Baseline. Thus, increases in run rates show that pauses ≥ 5s occurred less frequently 
during ratio runs and that pausing was more likely to be assimilated into the postreinforcement 
pause. Despite the aforementioned differences in pausing and pecking, reinforcement rates from 
the two sources of reinforcement rates did not differ substantially across components during 
Unsignaled Baseline, nor in the Full-Signal condition.   
The results of Experiment 3 systematically replicated those of Experiments 1 and 2, but 
with key-peck responding maintained by an FR 50 schedule. A systematic replication of 
Experiment 2 was demonstrated within-subject, as two of the same pigeons from Experiment 2 
were used in Experiment 3. Differences in time allocated to pausing were consistent with, but 
generally not as pronounced, as those in Experiment 1, and were lower throughout conditions 
compared to Experiment 2. These differences were likely a function of the schedule under which 
pecking was reinforced. Under FR schedules, a rapid transition to a high, steady response rate 
continues until reinforcement, and, thus, more time allocated to pausing may be accompanied by 
reductions in reinforcement rate. As compared to Experiments 1 and 2, rather than interrupting 
pecking, pausing was more likely to be assimilated into the postreinforcement pause in 
Experiment 3.  
General Discussion 
In a series of three experiments, the relation between the schedule of reinforcement 
arranged for pecking (e.g., VI, DRL and FR schedules) and the duration of the antecedent 
discriminative stimulus (i.e., full or brief signal) to the discriminative control of operant pausing 
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was analyzed. In each experiment, pauses ≥ 5 s were less likely to occur when a key-color 
change signaled the availability of a pause-dependent reinforcer than if the signal was either 
absent or uncorrelated with pause-dependent reinforcers. Additionally, signaling such 
availability generally affected the rate of pecking. In Correlated-Signal components, response 
rates increased relative to the Unsignaled Baseline. In Uncorrelated-Signal components, response 
rates were unchanged from the Unsignaled Baseline. The results of Experiment 1 replicate 
previous research (Craig et al., 2014; Lattal & Boyer, 1980; Rachlin & Baum, 1972; Zeiler, 
1976; 1977) showing the control of both pausing and pecking under interval schedules of 
reinforcement. The results of Experiments 2 and 3 show how pausing as an operant melds with a 
discrete operant response when the latter is controlled by DRL (Experiment 2) or FR 
(Experiment 3) schedules.  
Signaling reinforcer availability for pausing decreased time allocated to pausing and 
increased response rates relative to conditions where the signal was either absent or uncorrelated 
with reinforcement availability. Duration of the signal, whether brief or encompassing the entire 
pause requirement, made no systematic difference on any of the behavioral measures, replicating 
and extending the findings of Schaal and Branch (1988).  
The five issues most germane to the results of the three experiments reported herein are: 
the nature of pausing as an operant, pausing in the context of the reinforcement of a discrete 
response, signaling reinforcer availability for pausing, pausing and the Matching Law, and 
potential applications to problems of social significance. These issues are discussed in the 





Pausing as an operant  
Pausing is a rather generic concept, negatively defined in that it must be defined relative 
to something else, be it behaving in general or a particular discrete response class, like pecking.  
The use of DRO schedules arranges for the explicit reinforcement of pausing, in that 
nonengagement in the target response is required for a specified amount of time. When pausing 
is reinforced concurrently with another targeted, discrete-operant response, however, any 
discussion of pausing must also specify the parameters of reinforcement maintaining the discrete 
response.    
Lattal and Boyer’s (1980) explicit definition of pausing as a period ≥ 5s of nonengagment 
in key pecking emerged from pilot data demonstrating that shorter pauses during the FI 150-s 
baseline occurred very frequently (e.g., 1 s) and longer pauses (e.g., 10 s) occurred so 
infrequently that, under both conditions, there was concern that these pauses would not be 
sensitive to experimental manipulations. These parameters, however, should not be interpreted as 
absolute durations. Because pausing is defined relative to a discrete response, the extent to which 
the schedule of reinforcement for the discrete response allows for the assimilation of pauses of a 
particular duration must be considered. 
Among these definitional considerations is some question as to what the “pausing 
operant” was in this series of experiments. Although that operant was defined as “pausing” in 
key pecking, it also is possible that “other” behavior increased as a function of signaling its 
reinforcer availability. Anecdotal observations of pigeons during several sessions revealed that 
they tended to spin around, preen, and peck other regions in the operant chamber and panel aside 
from the key following signal changes. Therefore, it is possible that “other” behavior like the 
above was reinforced.  This possibility would be best substantiated using systematic observations 
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(see Skinner, 1948; Staddon, 1992) showing that this class of “other” responses has been 
reinforced. Without such observations, it is perhaps more parsimonious and useful to discuss the 
current results in terms of the programmed dependency, and subsequently, the decrease in a 
measured nonengagement response rather than assumptions based on increases in “other” 
responses.   
Pausing in the context of the reinforcement of a discrete response   
Unsignaled-Baseline performance, relative to which the effects of signals were 
subsequently evaluated, differed across experiments as a function of the schedule of 
reinforcement arranged for pecking. Important to note is that the evaluation of some of these 
differences are based on between-subject comparisons, and, as such, are limited. In the presence 
of the concurrent DRO contingency, under VI schedules, pecking was more likely to occur in 
bouts, as evidenced by the log-survivor analyses.  
Under DRL schedules, in Experiment 2, however, pecks were followed by pauses that 
were longer generally than those in Experiment 1, evidenced by the difference in slopes between 
log-survivor plots in Experiment 2 compared to those in Experiment 1. In addition to these 
differences in peck-pause patterns, the overall rate of pecking was lower during the Unsignaled 
Baseline in Experiment 2 than Experiment 1, and time allocated to pausing was higher in 
Experiment 2. The DRL schedule for pecking was itself a peck-pause requirement, and therefore, 
required pauses ≥ 15 s to maintain reinforcement for pecking. Thus, pauses of the required 
duration were assimilated into the DRL schedule. These findings are perhaps not entirely 
surprising, as the DRL requirement was at least 15 s, and the required pause was only 5 s. Thus, 
pauses of the required duration occurred regularly as a result of the reinforcement contingency 
for pecking (see also Lattal & Boyer, 1980). Had the pause requirement in the DRL schedule 
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been shorter in duration (e.g., 5 s), pauses would approach or exceed the pause requirement 
present in the pecking contingency. Under these conditions, reinforcement under either the 
pecking or pausing contingency (or both) would be disrupted. Thus, it is still seems likely that 
parameters of a DRL schedule could alter the assimilation of the concurrently reinforced 
pausing.  
As compared to Experiments 1 and 2, in the Unsignaled Baseline, pecks generally were 
followed by short pauses between each peck in Experiment 3, evidenced by the relatively steep 
slope of the log-survivor plots between 0 and 1 s elapsed times. These differences likely are 
attributable to the response-reinforcer relation present in FR schedules. Reinforcement rate in FR 
schedules is driven solely by response rate, and therefore, reinforcement rates can be maximized 
by responding at higher rates (and pausing for short durations). Analysis of run rates in 
Experiment 3 suggest that responding during the FR runs often was not disrupted once the ratio 
run had started. Additionally, pauses of the required duration were assimilated into the 
postreinforcement pauses without increasing the duration of the average postreinforcement 
pause. Postreinforcement pauses are at least partially a function of the ratio size (e.g., Felton & 
Lyon, 1966; Powell, 1968). For example, an FR 5 should produce a shorter postreinforcement 
pause than an FR 50, which may be less compatible with the required pause duration. Parameters 
of the FR schedule, therefore, still may modulate the assimilation of the concurrent 
reinforcement of pausing. 
Signaling reinforcer availability for pausing  
The results of all three experiments systematically replicated the results of Craig et al. 
(2014), and are consistent with those of signaling reinforcer availability for a discrete response 
(Marcucella, 1976; Marcucella & Margolius, 1978), in which pecking was reduced to near-zero 
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rates outside of signals corresponding with its reinforcer availability. In the current experiments, 
however, pauses of the required duration occurred occasionally outside of the signal (see also 
Craig et al., 2014). Across experiments, log-survivor analyses show that pauses 20 s or longer 
occurred at least occasionally for all pigeons during in the Correlated-Signal component under 
both the Full- and Brief-Signal conditions, even though reinforcement of pausing in the 
Correlated-Signal component never occurred outside of the signals. During Experiment 1, this 
was likely a function of the VI contingency in place for pecking, under which pauses may 
alternate naturally with pecking (see Staddon & Simmelhag, 1970). In Experiment 2, this 
observation is perhaps not surprising, as pauses of the required duration were assimilated into the 
DRL requirement, which required pauses of at least 15 s. Finally, time allocated to pausing was 
captured in the postreinforcement pauses present in FR schedules in Experiment 3. Thus, 
although antecedent discriminative control was not perfect, it was more probable that pauses of 
the required duration would occur in the presence of signals corresponding to pause-dependent 
reinforcer availability.  
Nearly identical discriminative control of pausing under both a signal that spanned the 
duration of the pause required for reinforcement and one that occurred only briefly when a 
pause-dependent reinforcer became available and then disappeared was observed across various 
behavioral measures (i.e., time allocation, response rate, response pattern). This similarity 
replicated and extended Schaal and Branch’s (1988) finding of no difference between a brief and 
full signal in the maintenance of key-pecking when reinforcement was delayed. It was not until 
27-s delays were imposed that Schaal and Branch observed differences between the two different 
signal durations. In the current experiments, only two signal durations were investigated. It is 
possible that signals < .5 s in duration, or between .5 s and the full pause requirement, would 
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differentially control pausing. Furthermore, there is some question as to whether it is the absolute 
duration of the signal or its duration relative to the delay or pause requirement in effect that is the 
critical feature. Although keylight color changes served as the signal in the current experiments, 
several variations in the presentation of the signal, such as superimposing a shape or line on the 
key (cf. Weisman, 1970), and other stimulus modalities (e.g., a tone) warrant attention.  
In addition to the parameters of the signal, parameters of the correlation between the 
signal and reinforcement may also modulate effectiveness of the signal in controlling pausing. In 
the current experiments, the correlation between the signal and reinforcer availability was 1 in 
the Correlated-Signal component, and functionally 0 in the Uncorrelated-Signal component. It is 
unknown whether signal correlations greater than 0 but less than 1 would differentially control 
pausing, similar to the effects observed with discrete responding (Marcucella, 1976). 
Additionally, the reinforcement contingency in place for pausing was an FR 1, as only one 
continuous pause ≥ 5 s was required for reinforcement (after the passage of a variable amount of 
time). The effects of including, for example, an FR 5 schedule of reinforcement for pausing (i.e., 
five pauses of the required duration must occur prior to the reinforcer becoming available), and 
signaling the availability of such reinforcers, are unknown. 
Pausing and the Matching Law   
Herrnstein (1970) noted the importance of considering “other” sources of reinforcement 
for “other” responses by including the variable ro  in the matching law. It is generally agreed that 
ro measures responses that are controlled by background sources of reinforcement (Herrnstein, 
1970; 1974; Heyman & Monaghan, 1987). Although the particular value of ro may change as a 
function of operations that directly affect these “other” sources of reinforcement, the value of ro 
may also change as a function of changes made to the source of operant reinforcement. For 
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example, changes in the arranged reinforcer magnitude, reinforcer quality, or organism’s 
deprivation level may all lead to subsequent changes in the ro parameter (de Villiers & 
Herrnstein, 1976; Heyman & Monaghan, 1987). Relatively few studies have directly 
manipulated these background sources of reinforcement (see Belke & Heyman, 1994). 
Therefore, much of the work surrounding ro involves the inference of changes in “other” 
behavior as a result of changes in the operant source of reinforcement.  
The current series of experiments explicitly arranged for reinforcement of such “other” 
behavior, providing an experimental analysis of “other” behavior rather than a conceptual 
analysis. Despite reinforcing such “other” behavior, the current experiments arranged for the 
reinforcement of pausing in a way most similar to that used in experiments where concurrently 
available topographically different operants have been reinforced (e.g., McSweeney, 1978; 
Sumpter et al., 1998). Although the reinforcement of topographically different operants most 
often involves different discrete responses (e.g., key pecking and door pushing), topographically 
different variations of the same targeted response (e.g., pecking and pausing in pecking) were 
reinforced in the current series of experiments. In the current experiment, however, one response 
was discrete (pecking) and the other was continuous (pausing) in nature. Despite such 
differences, key pecking under both of these arrangements was affected by the parameters of a 
concurrently reinforced and topographically different response.  
  Although “other” behavior may have been captured in the reinforcement of pausing, 
reinforcers other than the programmed reinforcer (e.g., 3-s access to food pellets) perhaps were 
available still for these “other” responses. It is important to note, therefore, that ro is not 
isomorphic with the reinforcement of “other” behavior. It is likely that ro was reduced as a 
function of directly reinforcing pausing, as manipulations to operant sources of reinforcement 
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affect ro (de Villiers & Herrnstein, 1976; Heyman & Monaghan, 1987), but it is possible that it 
was not eliminated entirely. For example, the reinforcers associated with preening presumably 
were available still throughout experimental sessions, and as such, may have exerted some 
control over such “other” behavior.  
Potential Applications 
Most applied research using DRO contingencies has focused on the elimination of 
behavior (see Poling & Ryan, 1982; Vollmer & Iwata, 1992).  However, reinforcement of both 
engagement and nonengagement in a target response may occur frequently outside of the 
laboratory as a result of either failures in treatment integrity or the inability to completely 
discontinue reinforcer delivery for problem behavior. Therefore, the interactive effects that were 
demonstrated in the current series of experiments may have implications for applied settings. The 
DRO arrangement used in the current series of experiments is most akin to a momentary-DRO 
schedule, in which reinforcement occurs if the response does not occur at the end of a fixed or 
variable interval (e.g., Powell et al., 1977; Lindberg et al., 1999). The current findings that 
signaled (both brief or full), pause-dependent reinforcement decreased time allocation to pausing 
is similar to findings in the applied literature with self-injurious behavior (see Hammond, Iwata, 
Fritz, & Dempsey, 2011). There are, however, possible implications to problem behavior aside 
from self-injurious behavior. One of the most effective treatments for substance abuse is 
contingency management (CM), which relies on providing vouchers to increase abstinence from 
drug use (see Lussier, Heil, Mongeon, Badger, & Higgins, 2006 for review). “Abstinence” may 
be conceptualized as a period of pausing in drug use, and is most often probed after a period of 
time has elapsed (therefore, akin to a momentary-DRO arrangement). Thus, based on the current 
findings, the extent to which probes of abstinence are signaled (e.g., the establishing of regular 
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appointment times or providing clear windows of time in which drugs can be detected via 
various biological tests) may predict the control of the reinforcers for pausing in the context of 
concurrently available reinforcers for responding (e.g., drug use).  
Conclusion 
The concept of the operant is central to the experimental analysis of behavior, yet, most 
often, operants have been investigated as discrete responses. The three experiments reported in 
this dissertation demonstrate not only how pausing in a targeted response functions as an operant 
(see also Craig et al., 2014; Lattal & Boyer, 1980), but also this operant’s sensitivity to both 
antecedent events and schedule context. Along with the experiments cited in the previous 
sentence, the present experiments offer a method for the further experimental analysis of pausing 
as an operant.   
Many of the basic parameters of pausing as an operant, however, remain understudied 
relative to other operants. Future research might arrange for an investigation of additional 
parameters of the schedule of reinforcement for the discrete response, as it may modulate the 
operant control of pausing. Additionally, several parameters of the signal deserve future 
investigation, including signal duration, both relative and absolute; modality; and its correlation 
with predicting reinforcer availability. Finally, many issues regarding the relation between the ro 
concept and operant pausing remain and invite further consideration, including the presence of ro 
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Experiment 1 Stimuli. Standard color refers to the key color corresponding with the respective 
multiple schedule component and Signal color refers to the key color during the during either the  




























 Component  
Correlated Signal Uncorrelated Signal 
Pigeon Standard Color Signal Color Standard Color Signal Color 
942 Red White Green Orange 
1022 Green Orange Red White 
1143 Orange White Blue Red 





Experiment 1 order of conditions and number of sessions for individual pigeons. U = 


















Pigeon Condition Sessions 


























Table 3  
 
Experiment 2 Stimuli. Standard color refers to the key color corresponding with the respective 
multiple schedule component and Signal color refers to the key color during the during either the  

























 Component  
Correlated Signal Uncorrelated Signal 
Pigeon Standard Color Signal Color Standard Color Signal Color 
14167 White Blue Green Red 
14507 Green Red White Blue 
19841 Green Red White Blue 





Experiment 2 order of conditions and number of sessions for individual pigeons. U = 




























Pigeon Condition   Sessions 



























Table 5  
 
Experiment 3 Stimuli. Standard color refers to the key color corresponding with the respective 
multiple schedule component and Signal color refers to the key color during the during either the 






















 Component  
Correlated Signal Uncorrelated Signal 
Pigeon Standard Color Signal Color Standard Color Signal Color 
14167 Red Green Blue White 





Experiment 3 Order of conditions and number of sessions for individual pigeons. U = 




















Pigeon Condition Sessions 
14167 U 35 
F 44 
U 17 
14431 U 56 
F 39 

















Figure 1. Percentage of session time in Experiment1 allocated to pausing in the Unsignaled- 
Baseline (U), Brief-Signal (B), and Full-Signal conditions (F) for the last ten sessions, separated 










































Figure 2. Response rates from Experiment 1 in the Unsignaled-Baseline (U), Brief-Signal (B), 
and Full-Signal conditions (F) for the last ten sessions, separated by Correlated-Signal (Co) and 
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Figure 3. Mean reinforcement rates from Experiment 1 for the pecking (VI) and pausing (DRO) 
contingencies in the Unsignaled-Baseline (U), Brief-Signal (B), and Full-Signal conditions (F), 
separated by Correlated-Signal (Co) and Uncorrelated-Signal (Un) components. Error bars are 

















































Figure 4. Log-survivor plots of IRTs from Experiment 1, separated by Correlated-Signal (Co) 
and Uncorrelated-Signal (Un) components during the Unsignaled-Baseline conditions, in the left 




































Figure 5. Percent time allocated to pausing from Experiment 2 in the Unsignaled-Baseline (U), 
Brief-Signal (B), and Full-Signal (F) conditions for the last ten sessions, separated by Correlated-
Signal (Co) and Uncorrelated-Signal (Un) components, for individual pigeons (y -axis starts at 
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Figure 6. Response rates from Experiment 2 in the Unsignaled-Baseline (U), Brief-Signal (B), 
and Full-Signal conditions (F) for the last ten sessions, separated by Correlated-Signal (Co) and 
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Figure 7. Mean reinforcement rates from Experiment 2 for the pecking (DRL) and pausing 
(DRO) contingencies in the Unsignaled-Baseline (U), Brief-Signal (B), and Full-Signal (F) 
conditions, separated by Correlated-Signal (Co) and Uncorrelated-Signal (Un) components. 
Error bars are the standard deviations.  
















































Figure 8. Log-survivor plots of IRTs from Experiment 2, separated by Correlated-Signal (Co) 
and Uncorrelated-Signal (Un) components during the Unsignaled-Baseline conditions, in the left 








































Figure 9. Percent session time allocated to pausing from Experiment 3 in the Unsignaled-
Baseline (U) and Full-Signal (F) conditions for the last ten sessions, separated by Correlated-
















































Figure 10. Response rates from Experiment 3 in the Unsignaled-Baseline (U) and Full-Signal (F) 
conditions for the last ten sessions, separated by Correlated-Signal (Co) and Uncorrelated-Signal 












































Figure 11. Run rates from Experiment 3 in the Unsignaled-Baseline (U) and Full-Signal (F) 
conditions, separated by Correlated-Signal (Co) and Uncorrelated-Signal (Un) components, for 


































Figure 12. Mean postreinforcement pauses from Experiment 3 in the Unsignaled-Baseline (U) 
and Full-Signal (F) conditions, separated by Correlated-Signal (Co) and Uncorrelated-Signal 













































Figure 13. Mean reinforcement rates from Experiment 3 for the pecking (FR) and pausing 
(DRO) contingencies in the Unsignaled-Baseline (U) and Full-Signal (F) conditions, separated 









































Figure 14. Log-survivor plots of IRTs from Experiment 3, separated by Correlated-Signal (Co) 
and Uncorrelated-Signal (Un) components during the Unsignaled-Baseline conditions, in the left 
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